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1.
Introduction

The significance of newspapers as the ‘Fourth Estate’ is known all over the world. A
newspaper has its own significance, it carries all kinds of national and international news,
entertainment, business, sports features and newsworthy updates. Every person has his/her own
interest behind reading print newspapers which is nowadays almost replaced by the e-version of
the newspaper. The flow of digitalization and easy updates about events is the new challenge for
many print newspapers. But a newspaper still carries the essence that makes me read it when I
have my breakfast. I have been fascinated with the job of working at a newspaper office as I
personally meet some journalists in BRAC University.

When I got admitted at BRAC University, I was more into reading novels so I started
doing courses designed for a concentration in literature, but at one point I was tired of analyzing
the texts using literary theories, and I lost my interest in reading a lot of novels. On the other
hand, the courses related to discourse, globalization, how to take interviews, writing a press
release, investigative stories, writing feature stories, op-eds and reviews appealed to me. The
major reason I chose Media and Cultural Studies as an area of concentration because the writing
assignments and the classroom experience of editing news and writing news headlines made me
feel I can explore more if I become a journalist. Curiosity in my mind grew gradually while
taking courses under the guidance of Professor Afsan Chowdhury and Assistant Professor Roohi
Huda.
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The first course I took was ENG404: Copywriting was a guide to writing advertisement
copy for television, radio, websites, brochures, catalogues etc. It also focused on understanding
the psychology of various target markets. On the other hand, ENG 440: English for the Print
Media” helped me to become familiar with various forms of journalistic writing such as
editorials, op-eds, features, sports stories, obituaries, book, event , movie reviews etc.
I am happy that I changed my concentration from Literature to Media and Cultural Studies. I got
the opportunity to do my internship at Daily Sun newspaper.
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2.
Brief History of Daily Sun

Picture: Daily Sun Logo

Daily sun is an English daily newspaper. It was launched on 24th October, 2010 by The
East-West Media group. The East West Media group is a part of Bashundhara Group. The
Chairman is Ahmed Akbar Sobhan and the MD is Sayem Sobhan Anvir. It is one of the largest
media groups. East-West Media Group also arranges two to three programs during the year
where the employees meet the owners.The media group owns two other daily newspaper named
Bangladesh Protidin and KalerKontho. The most popular news channel NEWS24, a radio
channel Radio Capital FM 94.8 was also founded by the East-West Media Group. The office is
located at plot no: 371/A, block: D, East West Media Group, Bashundhara R/A, Baridhara,
Dhaka-1229.
Daily Sun has approximately thirty eight thousand five hundred readers. Daily Sun is a
newspaper for the new generation. It is firmly committed to the spirit of the Liberation War,
truth, peace, democracy, rules of law, empowerment of women and social justice. From the very
beginning they stuck to their principles and are committed to doing so in the coming days. The
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paper tries to publish the truth and impartial news. Due to vast development in the
communication system, online media experienced a revolutionary change. One can get updates
quickly about any news or event they want to know through the e-version of the newspaper.
Most of the newspapers around the world have online readers, and it is very convenient to read
the online version of the newspaper anywhere. So to maintain the flow, Daily Sun also operates
an English news portal www.daily-sun.com and a Bangla news portal www.Bangla.dailysun.com. One can easily read the e- version of the print newspaper online. They are also active in
their Gmail and official Facebook groups.
Hasan Shahriar played an important role during Daily Sun’s start up time. He was a
journalist. Professor Syed Anwar Hussain, British Commonwealth scholar and a senior faculty of
Dhaka University was the first editor of the Daily Sun. Later, Jamilur Rahman was the second
editor. Amir Hossain, freedom fighter and an employee of Sadhin Bangla Betar Kandro became
the next editor of Daily Sun. At present Md. Shihabur Rahman is the exucitve editor and Enamul
Hoque Chowdhury is the editor of Daily Sun. The authorities of the newspaper are honest and
punctual. Daily Sun consists of twenty pages including four pages on business and economy, and
two pages on sports called “Winner.” The newspaper is a circulated daily. Groove (12pages),
Hood (8 pages) and Morning Tea (12 pages) are the three weekly supplements that come out on
Monday, Thursday and Friday. They also publish special magazines on festive occasions like
Eid, Puja, PohelaBoisakh etc. They have nearly nighty seven regular employees at their
headquarters. They works in different section of the newspaper. For example

Photo Journalist- two person



Business- three person



Sports- four person
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District- one person



Central desk-six person



Metropolis-four person



Editorial-six person



Reporter- sixteen person



Advertisement-thirteen person



Culture-two person



Editing- one person



Online- seven person



Magazine- seven person



Circulation-two person



Admin- two person



General-eight person



Production- twelve person



CTG Bureau – five person
There are also sub-editors and news executives who to edit the news stories before the
print copy is published. They also check the news worthiness of the news stories.
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3.

The Three Weekly Supplements of Daily Sun:

The magazine desk team works on the three regular weekly supplements. One positive
aspect of writing features for magazine is one can get enough time to investigate and research
information to write on. Daily Sun Magazine covers stories about arts and technology, sociology
and political aspects and gives continuous updates on popular trends. Here is the summary of the
content that is published in the three supplements.

Groove is a twelve page weekly fashion and lifestyle (health and fitness) magazine
published on Mondays’. Groove contains features on fashion, tips and tricks, hair care, skin care,
food and diary ( recipes) , food review, home décor ideas, man cave (fashion and styling features
for men), health and fitness etc. In addition, this weekly magazine also contains special
interviews on singers’, actors’ and writers’. Sometimes one can find information about new
restaurants or stores selling clothes.
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The Hood is an eight page youth interest concern magazine published on Thursday’s. The
Hood is divided into segments like scribbles, blah, funfacts, talkies and bring the noise. The
cover story of The Hood always address the problems the youth is facing, solutions to keep them
motivated and set an inspiration for the new generation. Bring the noise is mostly about hip hop
and popular music and concerts in town. Sometimes you can find new electronic gadgets review
in the magazine.

Morning Tea is a twelve page special magazine that comes out on Fridays. Morning Tea
consists of features as social and political issues, opinion or perspective based features, photo
features, around the city happenings (movie, theatre, and events), historical features and book
reviews. On the very first page, the paper starts with “Quote of the week”. The quote of the week
is often picked up from weekly news, deals regarding political or social issues. It carries
timeliness, news essence or has importance for the society. The statement can be given by any
influential or significant (prime minister, minister, actor, writer etc.) who has readers’ or publics’
support. The special features and cover story features in this weekly supplement contain around
2000 -3000 words. “Around the city” features are mostly on events regarding national or
international art exhibitions, stage, theatre cultural events or festivals around the city.
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Furthermore, Morning Tea invites readers to send their stories through their official email
address for publication. Readers can contribute articles regarding social or political issues, short
stories, photo features, art, science, health and real life stories.
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4.
Getting Introduced to the Daily Sun Staff and My Internship Duties

I have started my internship by the Daily Sun Magazine desk on May 15, 2018. Groove,
The Hood and Morning Tea were the supplements for which I wrote. On the first day at work, a
small meeting was arranged by the editor and magazine coordinator for the new interns. It was
an introductory meeting. After the meeting, the magazine editor briefed us about some
organizational rules; like we had to work five days and eight hours for next three months, we had
to be sincere about our work etc. The magazine desk workers work as a team. Everyone does
more than his or her designated work. They discuss their work with each other, sometimes they
share their feature contents with each other, and the most important quality is that a colleague
always revises the work before it is sent to the graphic section for the touch up. As an intern, I
had the freedom to choose which weekly supplement I wanted to write for. They basically seek
creative and refreshing articles from the interns. I was asked to study their old weekly
supplements for a week to get an idea about the different categories of features that are
published.
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The Daily Sun Magazine Desk consisted of seven official members apart from me and other
interns. They areName

Designation

Morshedul Alam Mohabat

Magazine Editor

Aslam Aronnho

Photo journalist, Event Reporter

Rajib Kanti Roy

Sub-editor

MD. Joynul Abedin

Sub-editor

Sariful Islam

Reporter

Nusrat Jahan Pritom

Reporter

Besides them, there are freelancer and other photographers as well who share their stories and
essays.
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5.

Assignments:
During my internship period at Daily Sun I realized the importance of time management,
necessity of gathering adequate data before writing articles and felt the pressure of work
environment. Before submitting any assignment, I had to always be conscious whether it is a
publishable news or not, that is if the article carries any value or significance for the readers.
However, what I learnt in the English for the Print Media, Copywriting and Editing courses
helped me during the internship to write features, personal essays, movie review, photo caption
and edit articles during the internship.

5.1 Feature writing:
Dr. Anthony Curtis in an article titled “How To Write a Feature Story” from ENG 440
course packet, points at several feature writing techniques. Here I included few feature writing
techniques from the course packet that I applied while writing featuresFeature stories are popular content elements of newspapers and magazines. It focuses on
particular people, event, products and human interest subject. Feature stories are journalistic,
colorful, thoughtful and reflective through writing about original ideas. Feature stories cover
topics in depth, going further than a mere hard news story by amplifying and explaining the most
interesting and important elements of a situation or occurrence. Feature articles range from the
news feature that provides sidebar background to a current event hard news story, expanding on
the details rather than trying to concentrate on a few important key points. For example: I wrote
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an article titled “Nailed it” for Morning Tea, a weekly supplement. There I described how the
women cricketers brought the Asia Cup home, how they not only won the cup, but also won
against all those stereotypical ideas that women cannot play cricket. Women cricketers struggle
to stay focused on their aim by fighting all the odds in a patriarchal society. In that article I also
focused on the necessity of district level tournament for women cricketers. I discussed how the
victory changed people’s participation in sports. I wrote the feature on the women’s cricket team
the following week they won the Asia cup. Chances are high that news value and readers interest
may drop if the story is an old one. Feature stories can address an in depth study or analysis of a
subject. It should address the prospect or reader directly in the copy as “you”.
Feature stories are different from hard news stories. Writers have some advantage in choosing
the format in which their stories will build. Although they also have some limitations. These areIn hard news stories, often referred to as inverted pyramid format, the reporter makes the
point, sets the tone, and frames the issue in the first two paragraph. In a feature story, on the
other hand, the writer has the time and space to develop the theme, but sometimes postpones the
main point until the end. The whole story does not have to be encapsulated in the lead. The
writer can build the story with a reader engaging introduction, it can be a personal life
experience, a relevant quote, humor or any other techniques to convince the reader why he or she
should give the article a read. The power of a feature story lies in its ability to amplify the focus
of an issue through first-rate storytelling, irony, humor, human appeal, atmosphere and colorful
details. They are more like nonfiction short stories. Most of the time the writer frames the issues
to give the readers an in-depth look at the subject. In how-to-do features, the writer always tries
to make the article interesting so that the reader read the whole article. They use different styles
to keep their readers engaged with the feature. For example- they can open the article with
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suspense and with a question for readers, sometimes they use anecdotes or quotes. Geneva
Overholser, former editor of The Des Moines Register, wants reporters to write stories that make
readers, “laugh, weep, sing, hope and wonder how people can go on.”(pp.103, ENG 401 course
packet) She and other editors believe that if they make reading the news a pleasure, more people
will be willing to read news.
Feature stories are not opinion essays or editorials. They should not be confused with
creative writing or works of fiction. The writer’s opinions and attitudes are not important in the
story. The writer keeps herself or himself out of the story which is difficult to do; as a writer’s
tendency to analyze the situation or his/ her past experience might affect his/her writing. So one
of the duties for the writer is to avoid steering the story by keeping his or her personal ideas out
of the story. Whenever a feature is written, it must contain a benefit for the readers.
Moreover, feature stories in Daily Sun are published in weekly supplements. Here, I had to
gather the data with my own effort. Sometimes I had to take interviews of people, do background
research, and observe the situation closely. Journalists have to keep an open mind while
interviewing subjects and researching sources. The writer avoids deciding the theme of the story
until sufficient information has been gathered to show a direction or point of view. I wrote
several kinds of features. They are

Human Interest Features: This sort of feature stories discuss issues through the
experiences of another or new ideas that readers also have interest to know about. For
example: I wrote a feature titled,”Shehri Night Out: A Growing Trend.” Apart from
observing cafes, restaurants and streets at night, I also interviewed two students, one was
an employee of a well-known company and a hotel manager to understand why shehri
night out during the month of Ramadan was becoming popular culture. There I included
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several person’s opinion about why they have shehri outside at cafes. I also wrote a
feature titled, “Are My Friends Really My Friends?” For this feature I wrote about the
positivity of friendship and also gave the readers advice to choose their facebook and
instagram friends wisely. Friendship can turn in bitterness if it is a fake friendship.
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Figure 1 : Human Interest Feature.
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Figure 2: Human Interest Feature
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Figure3:Human Interest Feature.
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Seasonal Themes: Stories about holidays and the change of seasons that address maters at
specific times of a year. I wrote a feature titled, “Habits For A Smooth Summer”. In this seasonal
theme based feature I wrote tips to stay healthy and fit during summer time.

Figure 4: Seasonal Theme Feature
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Figure 5 : Seasonal Theme feature article on Summer Habbits.
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Product Feature:
Product feature includes how a particular product will make our lives easy. I wrote a feature
titled, “ Pearl Jewelery : Enticing And Elegant.” There I suggested the readers how to chosse the
perfect pearls.

Figure 6 : Product Feature for Eid Magazine.
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Figure 7 : Product Feature for Eid Magazine.
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5.2 Movie Review:
During my internship, I wrote a movie review, on the movie Alpha titled, ‘A Film Depicting
Unbreakable Bond Between Man and Canines.’ I was assigned to write the review within 600800 words. Writing a movie review is not a difficult thing if one follows the general rules
properly. There are several ways to grab the readers’ interest like- starting the review with a
great quote from the movie or by giving a little recap of the movie as readers sometimes like to
know what they are getting into before they pay for a ticket. I gave them the basic premise at the
beginning, and told them how the story builds, but I didn’t expose the key moments, and
especially not the ending. Another thing I did was I ended the first paragraph with my opinion
statement which supported the title of the review. From the lead to the ending paragraph, I used
specific adjectives and adverbs to create the images I was trying to talk about. I tried to give my
honest review, because a review is a commentary, not merely a summary, so I tried to be honest
while judging the movie keeping my personal opnion aside. Reviewing can be an extrmely
difficult task to deal with as I had to smartly objectified my praise and criticize.


Get familiar with the movie context.



Watch the movie and bring your opinion in one sentenc



Give a good lead



Be honest in your appraisal



Be Interesting
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Figure 8: Movie Review
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5.3 Editing:
My work at the Magazine Desk of Daily Sun was to edit mostly the event articles during
my internship. What I learnt in the ENG 401: Editing course helped me a lot to edit articles. I
tried my best to make the articles free of any grammatical and spelling error. One should correct
the grammatical mistakes first while editing the news. After that, I had to refine the sentence
structure, add or remove multiple jargons or double words. I tried to use punctuation properly.
Most often I had to consult the reporter to clear my doubts if I found something confusing. While
editing an article, I had to give an appropriate title for the articles. While editing an article , I
often browsed the event information and the names mentioned in the raw event report written by
the reporter on google or in other online news portals that had already publiished the news to
ensure authenticity and spellings of the special guest’s name.
While editing news stories I had to figure out in which format the story is best presented.
Magazines are mostly a combination of different types of writing like personal essay, features,
movie review, event news, interviews etc. Now these different types of writing fall under
different writing formats. For example- event articles in Morning Tea follow both the inverted
pyramid structure which is the 5W’s and 1H format. It depends on the story which category
should be used. The reporter gives the unorganised raw reports. It is the sub-editor’s work to
organise the ideas and edit the article properly. In inverted pyramid structure, the most important
points are written at the top, and the least important information go as to the bottom. Sub-editors
can also cut information depending on the value of the information. 5W’s stand for o What?
o When?
o Where?
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o Why ?
o Who?
And 1H like – How it happened?
Here, the startegy is it to give all the important information at the beginning of the news
report. Morning Tea mostly follows this 5W’s and 1H structure for cultural event reporting. For
example: Who organized the event and why, when and where the event will take place. How
was the event organized. On the other hand, feature stories and personl essays are not included in
this structure, but while editing and proofreading there are several rules I had to follow

I tried to have a clear understanding of the event or news stories before editing the news.



The headlines in features stories have to be catchy to draw the readers attention.
Furthermore, the headline needs to match the tone of the article.



I either followed British or American spelling, as one can not follow two styles in one
feature although the main newspaper follows British spelling.



While editng news, I checked if all the information in the news articles was up to date.



I removed vague and confusing information from the news stories.



I tried my best to make sure all the spelling errors were corrected.
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Figure 9 : Edited Event Article
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Figure 10 : Edited Event Article.
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5.4 Photo Caption for Photo Features:
During my internship I was assigned to write photo captions for photo features. Gunnar Horn in
an article titled “Pictorial Journalism” said that, “One picture can tell as much as ten thousand
words, says the Chinese proverb, exaggerating the situation considerably. One good picture can
tell more than a thousand ill-chosen worrds, but a very few well- selected words can say more
[…]” (Horn, 726). A photo can describe a thousand words itself. It can tell different stories to
different people. Captions provide written details for a photo in print publication. Captions are
given with pictures to let the reader see the picture from the photographer perspective. Photo
capptions are an important part of the photos as apart from describing the signifacnce of the
picture, it also includes the place where the picture was taken. I was asked to describe several
pictures within 100 to 150 words.


Describe the significance of the photo



The reason of capturing the picture



When and where the picture was taken



Check whether the description delivers the message clearly



Check grammatical mistakes
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Figure 11 : Photo Caption for Photo Feature
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6.
Integration of Theories with Internship Experience

My concentration area was Media and Cultural Studies so while doing courses I studied
different course related to media. Here I am enlisting some of the theories that I find helpful
while doing My Internship.
6.1 Popular Culture:
The development of the world culture is a record of a number of important and continuing
reactions to several changes in our social, economic and political life, as a special kind of map by
means of which the nature of changes can be explored. Raymond Williams in his book Culture
and Society (1780- 1950) vastly discussed on time to time definition of culture and it’s
perspective. However, John Storey in an article titled “What is Popular Culture” various times
refers to William’s perspectives on popular culture. “Williams suggests four current meanings:
‘well-liked by many people’ , ‘ inferior kinds of works’ , ‘ work deliberately setting out to win
favour with the people’ ; ‘ culture actually made by the people for themselves” (Storey 6). So, it
“ is to say that popular culture is simply which is widely favoured or well liked by many people.”
(7).As a feature writer I had to keep my eyes and ears open to know about popular cultural things
happening. For example- popular films, events and trends that the masses liked.mass people
liked trends. During my internship most of the news stories that I had written have a connection
with popular culture. I wrote a feature during Ramadan which was tittled “ Shehri Night Out: A
Growing Trend.” For that I did a cultural study of something new – a new trend of eating shehri
outside. Most of the shops closed down before the clock hit 12 in cities, but during Ramadan the
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city almost stays awake the whole night. People do their eid shopping after their prayers and
sometimes hangout for a while with family or friends at a cafe. Generally, people have iftar
parties but during the last 5-6 years the tread of having shehri outside has become quite popular.
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Figure 12 : Feature on Popular Culture
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5.2 Panopticion and gaze:
The term ‘Panopticon’ was first coined by Jeremy Bentham at the end of eighteen
century. It refers to keeping an eye on everyone by a machine. Bentham was an English
philosopher, economist and theoretical jurist. Michel Foucault was a French philosopher, social
theorist and literary critic. His theories identify the relationship between power and knowledge.
His primary focus was on the distribution of power based on the role of institutions, and how
they impact society. Foucault in his“The Eye of Power” said, “I noticed how the whole problem
of the visibility of bodies, individuals and things, under a system of centralized observation, was
one of their most constant directing principles.”(146)
The prison system, schools and hospitals were the key institutions of his research. The
panopticon , was a design for a prison in late eighteenth century which grouped cells around a
central viewing tower. From the center of the panopticon, the controller can see each individual
room or cell. “ In the Panopticon each person, depending on his place, is watched by all or
certain of the others. You have an apparatus of total and circulating mistrust, because there is no
absolute point” (158). The structure of the Panopticon leads the Gaze to be interiorized within
the subject under surveillance. People know that they are constantly watched by the guard which
constantly creates a pressure upon them and they behave in a civilized way. Even though the
guard did not watch them all the time, they thought they were being watched.
Media is doing the job of the guard. Media can be that gaze. Foucault also mentions it as
“the technique of power used within the Panopticon” (154). Media is standing in the middle of
the world, noting down details of the incidents and bringing the news all together for the readers.
While doing the internship at Daily Sun, I observed how the media keeps its eye open to collect
everyday news, how reporters do the work of a watchman. They gather news from different parts
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of Bangladesh. People regularly read newspaper, they know that if they do anything wrong, they
will be caught as well. When an event takes place, reporters do the work of the watchman, so the
organizers tries to make sure that the event goes according to plan so that reporters cannot write
bad reviews which will harm the organizer’s reputation.
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5.3 Image:
Picture is a strong tool to convey stories. In print media, pictures along with articles are widely
used. There are several dominant reasons to include pictures with articles. They are- picture as
evidence, picture to narrate the undescribed story etc. Sometimes, colorful pictures and cartoon
images accompany articles to attract readers’ attention towards them.
“One may remember or forget these messages, but briefly one takes them in, and for a moment
they stimulate the imagination by way of either memory or expectation. The publicity image
belongs to the moment. We see it as we turn a page, as we turn a corner, as a vehicle passes us.”
(Berger 123)
I wrote an article titled, “ Nailed It” where I used images to describe who nailed it and how. An
image stays in our memory for a long time. On other hand, image can also explain the title
sometimes. In this feature story the published image belongs to the victory moment of Women’s
Asian Cricket Team of Bangladesh. So, the readers can easily connect to the story and can see
the joy of winning in the pictures. The publicity image of the women cricket’s team belongs to
their moment of victory.
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Figure 13 : News Feature on Women’s Cricket Team and images of their moment of victory.
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7.
Special Achievement
On completion of my internship at Daily Sun, I was asked by my Chief Editor Enamul Hoque
Chowdhury if I wanted to join Daily Sun as an Apprentice Sub-Editor (Magazine). I had to
submit my CV along with my national ID photocopy and certificates to the admin. This offer
was made to me two months after the completion of my internship.
Below is a copy of contract between me and Daily Sun.
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8.
Conclusion

This report is focused on my internship experience in print media with the Magazine team at
Daily Sun. It includes my learning and task during my internship. It also includes a lot of what I
learnt after declaring a concentration in Media and Cultural Studies. What I learnt in the media
courses helped me during my internship.
Interning at Daily Sun provided me an opportunity to experience professional life. The writing
experience in print media helped me to identify my strengths, weaknesses and allowed me to
work on my weakness. In a nutshell, I learnt new things like using different tools and several
websites to get credible data to write a report. I learnt about the importance of time management,
importance of being a team player and work ethics.
Daily Sun Magazine team and my supervisor always encouraged me to work hard. They were
supportive and helped me to learn things more effectively. Apart from my learning experience,
while interning at Daily Sun I also felt the joy of writing for thousands of people.
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